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#1
 Development 

environment for 
Ethereum with 5.5M 

downloads

150+
Companies building 

solutions with 
Ethereum audited

The Web3 Wallet for Organizations
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The Web  
ecosystem is 
undergoing rapid 
growth. 

WHY WE EXIST

Funds, web  builders, and all organizations increasingly seek exposure 
and access to the diverse opportunities that compose Web . 
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Money

Central Banking

Commercial Banking

Investment Banking

Exchange

Brokerage

Insurance

Payments

Asset Management

Centralised Finance Decentralised Finance

The entire financial system is being rebuilt on web
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Cryptocurrency funds, VCs, web  builders, and other 
organizations increasingly seek exposure and access 
to the diverse decentralized finance opportunities 
that compose Web .

Source: The Block Research

The Ethereum DeFi 
ecosystem has surpassed 
$55B in collateral
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Rank 
(By Volume 
All Time)“

Collectible
($15.6B)

Game
($5.4B)

Art
($2.4B)

Sports
($1.2B)

Metaverse
($800M)

Utility 
($104M)

Music 
($66M)

1

2

3

4

5

NFT VOLUME

NFTs are a rapidly growing market

Collectables
%

Games
%

Art
%
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Over  DAOs are 
giving ownership to 
creators and builders
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Organizations face 
difficulties accessing and 
engaging in Web

PROBLEM



Inefficient processes 
result in multiple 
pain points

Time consuming processes that are prone to error
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MetaMask Institutional is an 
institution-compliant version 
of the world’s leading web  
wallet, MetaMask. 
Organizations trust us to manage their web  access and engagement with 
institution-required security, operational efficiency, and compliance.
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To bridge all 
organizations
into web

MISSION

We do this by fulfilling fundamental organizational needs.



Unrivaled Access to all of Web3
MetaMask serves over 30M monthly active users and is integrated 
with almost every DeFi dapp. 

Only we offer direct access to over 17,000 venues for trading, 
staking, lending, borrowing, derivatives, asset management and 
bridging across EVM chains.



We couple MetaMask’s unrivaled web  
access—with institution-required security, 
and operational efficiency.



We offer custodial account access across EVM networks. 
Hello sidechains and L s!

As our custodian partners roll out more EVM chain support, 
users will automatically gain access to accounts on these 
chains—enabling the bridging of assets across chains.

Multi-Chain Support
for Custodial Accounts



Leading Custody and 
Self-Custody Solutions
MetaMask Institutional is the only multi-custodial institutional Web  
wallet. We integrate with  custody and self-custody providers to help 
organizations manage key storage, facilitate multi-sig transaction 
approvals, and optimize trade flows.



Operational Efficiency



MetaMask Swaps provides the best price quote, 
coupled with optimal gas prices, the lowest failure 
rates, and the largest market depth.

Optimized Swaps



Institutional Staking Marketplace
Staking is crucial to the security of the Ethereum ecosystem. For this reason, 
MetaMask Institutional seeks to facilitate broader institutional web  participation 
by bringing together best-in-class staking service providers for a simple one-click 
staking experience.



The Web  Portfolio Dashboard
Powerful web  institutional controls, portfolio management, digital asset 
monitoring, and transaction reporting, all in one place.



Institutional Controls
Careful control over how your team and organization engage in web

Team Management: Create an organization, add members, and 
automate onboarding.

Institutional Web3 Experience: See organization-wide portfolio 
views and transact as a team.

The Web  Portfolio Dashboard



Portfolio Management
Web  access and opportunities brought together in one dashboard

Swap
Swap crypto across multiple DEXs. We aggregate liquidity data so 
you can identify the best price quote with optimal gas prices, and 
transact with the lowest failure rates.

Stake
Stake ETH to earn rewards for securing the Ethereum network. We 
simplify vendor selection by integrating four institutional staking 
providers with advanced performance reporting.

Extended Web3 Interactions
The Dashboard supports the development of further features that 
will increase the scope of Web  interactions possible within the 
dashboard interface.

The Web  Portfolio Dashboard



Digital Asset Monitoring
A consolidated view of your organisation’s web  assets, including 
performance attribution

Web3 Focus
Monitor your organization’s web  assets across all EVM chains. See a 
breakdown of your organization’s portfolio, including digital asset 
holdings, sector allocation, protocol allocation, performance, and 
historical transactions.

Performance Attribution
See performance and P&L attribution for all ERC-  tokens and  of 
the largest DeFi protocols—Something only offered by MMI.

NFT Tracking
View detailed metrics for NFTs held across different custodians, 
wallets, accounts, and marketplaces.

Account Bundling
Group accounts to manage portfolios across your team and 
organization

The Web  Portfolio Dashboard



Transaction Reporting
Comprehensive asset coverage and streamlined transaction 
reporting to fund administrators, liquidity providers, and other 
stakeholders

Detailed Transaction Reporting
Report detailed holdings and transactions to stakeholders across  
EVMs.

Transaction Classification
Classify transactions by distinguishing between transfers, bridges, 
fees, yield, the supply or removal of liquidity etc. Streamline reporting 
to third-parties.

Portfolio Snapshots
Generate a read-only view of your organization’s holdings and 
transactions over a given timeframe. Share a link with third-parties to 
highlight valuation and transaction history.

The Web  Portfolio Dashboard
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Get in touch

For further inquiries please send an email to mmi_sales@consensys.net

Read FAQRequest Access

metamask.io/institutions

https://www.linkedin.com/company/metamask-institutional/
https://metamask.io/institutions/faq/
https://share.hsforms.com/1MfOuTVeQR0Gx0eZtlUjVAw2urwb
https://twitter.com/MMInstitutional
http://metamask.io/institutions
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Appendix
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MetaMask Institutional
The Web  Wallet for Organizations

Unrivaled web3 access for funds, web3 
builders, and all organizations

Trade, stake, borrow, lend, invest, bridge assets, and 
interact with over ,  web  protocols and 
applications.

● Leading custody and self-custody solutions to 
manage key storage, facilitate multi-sig 
approvals, and optimize trade flows

● Safe, secure, and efficient investment 
processes

● Enhanced web3 portfolio management on the 
MMI dashboard

One Wallet. All of Web3. 

metamask.io/institutions


